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Like so many others, the story of this spy could have started 
with a call, with a phone call. He would have heard the phone 
ring; he would have picked it up; and a voice at the end of the 
line would have revealed to him some information or entrusted 
him with a mysterious mission.

But this is not what happened. On the contrary, in Borg-
es’s short story “Th e Garden of Forking Paths,” the story of 
the spy Yu Tsun opens in the aft ermath of the interruption 
of the phone call [dans l’après- coup de la coupure du coup de 
fi l]: “. . . and I hung up the receiver. Immediately aft erwards, 
I recognized the voice that had answered in German. It was 
that of Captain Richard Madden.”

Th ese are the fi rst words, following a brief historical intro-
duction, of the actual story, namely, of the “statement, dic-
tated, reread and signed by Dr. Yu Tsun.” We do not know 
what happened before, immediately before, since the “fi rst 
two pages of the document are missing.” At the most, we can 
imagine Yu Tsun intensely listening to everything at the end 
of the line, careful not to miss anything at all, in short, over-
hearing every word, every noise, every moment of silence, 
even the smallest respiration that could provide him with a 
clue.

Exit: J.D.’s Dream
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But it is aft er the suspension points, aft er the suspense of 
this overhearing striving for the totality of the whole that the 
moment of recognition occurs: “. . . and I hung up the receiver. 
Immediately aft erwards, I recognized the voice.”

Th is aft erwardness [après- coup] is the time of the signifi -
cant detail, of the clue that gives itself only in the echo of its 
return. Th e whole, its presence or its haunting, dissolves itself 
in order to give place in the delay of an echography to the 
detail that inscribes itself as it is enlarged.

In this phone call that he launches like a probe, like a recon-
naissance or intelligence operation in an unknown land, the 
spy Yu Tsun resembles another who also listens to the voice 
at the other end of the line:

And you, where do you “see” me when you speak to me, 
when you have me, as you say, on the telephone? . . . Me, I 
look out for the noises in the room around you, I try to sur-
prise what you are looking at or looks at you, as if someone 
were hanging around, someone who might be me at times, 
there where you are, and oft en I stop paying attention to 
what you are saying so that the timbre alone resonates.

Like Yu Tsun, the signatory of this postcard would like to 
hear everything. He ardently overhears. He looks out for the 
inaudible rumble of looks that escape him, before fi nishing 
by hanging up, as it were, even though he remains on the 
line: separating the voice from what it says, detaching it from 
itself by unhooking it from the meaning that it carries, he 
now listens only to the enlarged detail of the timbre. Hence it 
seems that the fragile voice becomes thicker, grows, infl ates, 
insists, and consists: “Th e timbre alone resonates,” and it has 
the tendency to become the whole by itself. It is in the pro-
cess of becoming a part that is bigger than the whole.
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It is at this point that, in the same postcard dated June 6, 
1977, we see Orpheus enter the stage. A few lines later, I deci-
pher a fragmented sentence, interspersed with blank spaces 
where the text is lost: Aft er Eurydice’s death, says the sender 
of these Envois, “Orpheus sings no more, he writes.”

No doubt, it is not an accident if the sender of this mail, 
right aft er having described himself as being in the very act 
of hanging up all the while remaining on the line, alludes to 
Orpheus’s writing, to his phonography, that is, to the mark of 
his mortal ear simultaneously devoted to the loss of the 
whole and the echo of the detail.

Orpheus wanted to hear everything and see everything: 
He wanted to hear and see Eurydice as well as himself, the 
one who is following him as well as the one who is leading 
her. Until the moment when, thus overhearing, in a hyper-
bolic auditory doubt that touched even his own song, he let 
himself be caught by an off stage noise. He hung up in an 
excess of listening and, having lost the whole, he began to 
hear again in Echo’s counterpoint the fragments and details 
that returned to him belatedly.

Escaping from this relentless overhearing, this panacoustic 
hypertension that does not want to lose anything at all from 
the whole, the detail, never immediately given, is in a certain 
sense infi nitely fi nite in the echographies in which it is writ-
ten and reinscribed. Th is is why all these diff erent spies—
Orpheus, Yu Tsun, and the others, including the signatory of 
Th e Post Card—pass it on and allow it to grow.

For them, aft er the fact, the part that expands in an abyssal 
manner grows until it becomes, aft er all, larger than the whole.

“One has to bring enormous attention to bear on each detail, 
enlarge it out of all proportion,” Derrida wrote in Right of 
Inspection. Enlargement, the blowup, hence becomes the 
watchword or the injunction formulated by one of the voices 
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in this dialogue on photography considered as the art of the 
magnifi er.

As a result of this enlargement of details, of letting them 
grow, a certain implosion of the whole takes place. It is this 
eruption of details in the aft ermath of the aft er- all [dans 
l’après- coup de l’après- tout] that I in turn have tried to listen to 
by lending an ear to Orpheus and his avatars: At the point 
where overhearing encounters its limit, where it ruins itself, it 
ends up announcing the deconstruction or the disenchant-
ment of every “dream of a general theory,” of a “complete 
inspection,” of every panacoustic telelistening. What remains, 
then, is this dissonant listening divided from itself that I have 
called “split- hearing”—which is not the listening to a disso-
nant interval or chord, but a listening that carries in itself its 
own dissonance, its unresolved duplicity, its fi ssion that is not 
absorbed in a fusion.

Overhearing all the listening characters who accompanied 
me, spying on them as they listened to each other, I spied a 
certain diaphony at work, a hearing played out on several 
eardrums, among several voices in the hollow of the ear.

Th ey listen to one another—ils s’écoutent: Th is is what I wanted 
to hear the whole time by following their traces and by over-
hearing them. Th ey look at one another—elles se regardent: As 
Derrida repeated in Right of Inspection, with regard to two 
feminine characters who appeared in the photographs off ered 
to his view:

Th ey, Claude and Camille, look at one another [elles se regar-
dent]. Taken out of context such a sentence can mean three 
diff erent things in French, it authorizes three senses:

1. Elles se regardent: One looks at the other, looking at 
the other who doesn’t necessarily look back at the moment 
she is seen. . . .
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2. Elles se regardent: Each one looks at herself in a mirror, 
without seeing the other. . . .

3. Elles se regardent: Both look at each other, their gazes 
intersecting, as one says, or being exchanged, each watch-
ing the other watch her, right in her eyes, with infi nite 
speculation (I see the other seeing me see her, I look at you 
at the instant you watch me watching you).

When they look at each other this way, reciprocally, under 
his scrutinizing gaze, there is no longer any photography 
properly speaking. Th e one who spies on them, external to the 
face- to- face of the two gazes, will never be able to see these 
eyes looking the other in the eyes: “But you will never see the 
look of the one looking—right in the eyes—at the look of the 
other, nor for that matter at your own.” For this violent star-
ing of intersecting gazes, there are no proofs, or prints, or pos-
sible negatives for a third gaze.

But what can we say, aft er and following him, of these auri-
cles that music or sound cinema represent for me? What can 
we say, for example, about Tamino and Pamina, Papageno 
and Papagena, who search for each other with their ears, who 
expect to hear each other, eardrum against eardrum. Would 
it be possible for me to listen to them listen to each other, to 
follow them as they prepare to hurl themselves into the abyss 
of each other’s ears all the way to the phantasmatic enjoy-
ment of perfect telelistening?

Of course, it does happen that I can, at the most, hear them 
listen, in the same way as he can see the heroines of his photo- 
novel in the act of looking: Either I hear them lend an ear to 
the other, for example when Tamino or Papageno listen from 
a distance, or I hear one of them listen to himself, for example 
when Orpheus sings that he is singing or when his words are 
returned to him by Echo. But what I do not ever hear, of which 
there is no representation or possible experience for me, is 
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the moment when their listenings meet and hear one another 
in telelistening. To put it diff erently, through these characters 
that music represents and in them represents me, I will never 
hear her, Music, as she listens to herself.

Like the spy Yu Tsun, the signatory of Th e Post Card himself 
also listened and overheard through the telephone. He ex-
tended his ears until they imploded, until he hung up the 
line, until there was nothing but this voice stripped bare of 
words, reduced to a part of itself, to its timbre that remains 
and nevertheless grows until it becomes the whole, all by 
itself the whole. He is now ready to drown, to dissolve, and to 
disappear in this detail enlarged beyond the whole: “I stop 
paying attention to what you are saying so that the timbre 
alone resonates . . . and then I am lying on my back, right on 
the ground as in the grand moments you remember, and I 
would accept death without a murmur.”

Th is telepheme that anticipates his death announces a hal-
lucinatory scene that he would orchestrate later, in one of the 
rare pages that he dedicated to music. Otherwise, he said 
almost nothing about music, he who wrote so much about the 
ear, who would venture on so many paths, with his prudent 
risk- taking and his “dichemination” like no other. I would 
like to lend an ear now to this unheard- of scene to hear one 
more time the doubling, the division, the split that divides 
overhearing at its most extreme point. So here is this scene, in 
the fi nal cut that he gave to this musical dream of his survival 
or his salvation:

the irresistible projection, the quasi- hallucination of a the-
atre, simultaneously visible and audible, of a plot in which 
the visible is carried away and transported by the time 
without time of music, and the scene . . . where I am—or 
where the I fi nds itself—dead but still there, and all those 
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(male and female) who are and will have been loved, all 
together, but everyone for himself or herself, as they listen 
together religiously to this music, which could be a song, 
but a song that is not dominated by an intelligible voice, a 
music whose author would not be the deceased (since he 
was already overcome and aff ected by it beforehand), but 
he would have elected it as if he had wanted to have had 
the genius to invent it, to compose it in order to off er it to 
them, so much so that in this speech (“here is the music, he 
said to himself, in which I would have liked to die, for 
which and with an eye to which in the end I would like to 
die”), the sadness of death or of the farewell would be then 
transformed from one moment to another into the over-
abundance of life. . . . Th e self dead yet raised by this music, 
by the unique coming of this music, here and now, in the 
same movement, the self dies by saying yes to death and as a 
result is resurrected, saying that I am reborn, but not with-
out dying, I am reborn posthumously, the same ecstasy 
uniting in him death without return and resurrection, death 
and birth, the desperate greeting of an adieu without return 
and without salvation, without redemption but greeting the 
life of the other living in the secret sign and the exuberant 
silence of an overabundant life.

In this probe sent in reconnaissance toward the future, 
toward death, everything happens as if the adjective post-
hume (“posthumous”) became a verb conjugated in the fi rst 
person in the present (“I posthume as I breathe,” as he put it 
somewhere else). Th ere, on this stage, wherever it might be, 
he would have been in advance safe, in music. 

But the anticipation in the dream appears to double itself 
by a contrary movement, what he called “the perversion of 
playback,” since the soundtrack was chosen—“elected” as 
he puts it—to be replayed from over there, from this place 
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without place where it posthumes [ça posthume], like a tele-
phonogram returning from the future. In short, the fl ash- 
forward contains a kind of gramophony in advance inscribed 
in it that accompanies (permits or calls for the anticipation of) 
this animation of an “I” sent as a delegate to its own funeral. 

He witnesses his own prerecorded death, and he spies on it.
“From wherever I am,” he appears to be dreaming; “I” 

keep vigil and keep watch over his “here lies.” Whereas his 
coffi  n is sealed in advance by a posthumous sigillography, his 
present listening is divided and double: It overhears, it traces, 
tracks, and marks in advance the unpredictable that is com-
ing but in the form of a return or a reversion. It hurls itself 
straight ahead toward that from which it returns, moving 
backward or going the wrong way. Hence, the phonogra-
phy of its ear, rushing toward “the imminence of the fl ash-
back end,” resembles this photographic compulsion that he 
described as being lodged in every living moment, inscribing 
there the haunting of a deadly accident: “a sort of compulsion 
to overtake each second, like one car overtaking another, 
doubling it rather, overprinting it with the negative of a pho-
tograph already taken with a ‘delay’ mechanism . . . termina-
ble survival from which ‘I see myself live’ translates ‘I see 
myself die.’ ”

Th is would be the orphic bifurcation that would seal or sign 
the sigillary phonogram of his musical dream: Like the mor-
tal ear of Orpheus, the dying ear that he calls would resemble 
a split screen, an eardrum in the shape of a split screen, the 
double tape of a diaphonic listening. 

“Th is dream that I dream,” he said himself, “would not be 
either from Apollo or from Dionysus.” It would not be either 
the dream of form or of structure, either of trance or the pure 
enjoyment of the passing moment. Th is dream, he wrote cit-
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ing Nietzsche, was about being “in a drunken state and at the 
same time being posted behind myself like a lookout.”

We are dealing here with an eardrum irremediably divided 
or split between two paths that bifurcate yet follow each other 
like shadows. In short, this dissonant or “dicheminated” 
split-hearing toward which Orpheus’s path leads, as J.D. has 
foreseen in a dream, belongs to an ear overtaking and dou-
bling the other at every moment. It is as if an interminable 
secret conversation between two voices infi nitely split every 
nevertheless fi nite second of listening.

Th is is how I in fact listen to them as they listen, listen to 
each other, and listen to themselves in order to survey or hear 
each other or themselves: Figaro and Susanna, the Count and 
the Countess, Orpheus and Eurydice, Tamino and Pamina, 
Papageno and Papagena, or even Harry, Winslow, Wozzeck, 
Professor Armstrong, and Yu Tsun, as well as all the other 
moles who, ever since the biblical Jericho, occupy the places 
of an immemorial topmology of listening.

And even when they all disappear, when their phantoms 
dissipate, there remain, in their places, their places them-
selves. Between these, overhearing infi nitely divides listening 
by carving in it the otographic groove of the ear of the other.

His ear in the hollow of my ear.
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